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Cleo and her friends journey from Yasiro Academy to the city of Hykosis, where some of the most

notorious thieves and assassins live. They're in search of information about the time tablets that

could determine Cleo's fate -- whether she wants them to or not. But the group is separated when

Xaius Octavian's fleet attacks their ship, and Cleo and Akila are on their own until they run into an

old nemesis. Will Cleo find the information she needs and get out of Hykosis alive?
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Gr 4Ã¢â‚¬â€œ7Ã¢â‚¬â€•Dreaming of her childhood friend Gozi, in which he appears as a hostile

Egyptian god, Cleo is rudely awakened to face a dire situation. Octavian and an entire fleet of Xerx

warriors surround the spaceship. Managing to escape, Cleo then devises tricky entry into the

barbarous city of Hykosis, where she and Akila meet up with Antony, the sword thief. Forced to rely

on one another, they warily join forces to find the time tablets Cleo needs. The tension among the

three is readily apparent, although there are humorous and heartwarming moments, too. As with the

two previous titles, the images, verbal sound effects, and enterprising plot create a rewarding comic

narrative that weaves together the past and the future. Fans of Star Wars and Egyptian mythology

will particularly enjoy this intriguing tale. VERDICT An exciting, humorous, and satisfying conclusion



to Cleo's fate. Purchase where previous volumes are popular.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Gaye Hinchliff, King County

Library System, WA --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Praise for the Cleopatra in Space series: "Cleo is a fun, fearless heroine -- I'd love to explore the

galaxy with her!" -- Raina Telgemeier, #1 "New York Times" bestselling author of "Smile"*"Maihack's

characters, both human and nonhuman, are diverse, expressive, and visually distinct." -- "School

Library Journal," starred review"Cleo's easygoing confidence makes her a likable... heroine, but the

real star of the graphic novel is Maihack's art. The cinematic paneling during action sequences

skillfully conveys Cleo's vivacity and flair." -- "Kirkus Reviews""A delight, with its exciting layout of a

futuristic Egypt complete with cool pyramid skyscrapers." -- "Booklist""Cleopatra smoothly slips into

the role of confident, wisecracking, baddie-dispatching hero, and the supporting cast falls neatly into

place as well." -- "Publishers Weekly"Praise for the Cleopatra in Space series: -Cleo is a fun,

fearless heroine -- I'd love to explore the galaxy with her!- -- Raina Telgemeier, #1 New York Times

bestselling author of Smile*-Maihack's characters, both human and nonhuman, are diverse,

expressive, and visually distinct.- -- School Library Journal, starred review-Cleo's easygoing

confidence makes her a likable... heroine, but the real star of the graphic novel is Maihack's art. The

cinematic paneling during action sequences skillfully conveys Cleo's vivacity and flair.- -- Kirkus

Reviews-A delight, with its exciting layout of a futuristic Egypt complete with cool pyramid

skyscrapers.- -- Booklist-Cleopatra smoothly slips into the role of confident, wisecracking,

baddie-dispatching hero, and the supporting cast falls neatly into place as well.- -- Publishers

Weekly

This third volume in the Cleopatra in Space series lives up the excitement introduced in the first two

volumes. Once again, Cleopatra is out to take space by storm, but first she has to survive an attack

by Octavian's fleet of ships. When she and her friends get separated, they set out to find the

answers they set out to find on the planet of Hykosis. But they aren't that far ahead of Octavian and

soon find themselves in more trouble than ever before. Maihack has created a really fun series with

a great female lead. The other characters are important to the story, even seeming adversaries. The

author even throws in some shocking twists that change the arc of the story in surprising ways. For

young graphic novel aficionados this is a thoroughly engaging series with great characters and

great plot twists. Highly recommended.

A lot of the puzzle pieces really start coming together in this one. Cleopatra just keeps getting better



and better. And did I mention the amazing sets/locations? Some of these pages you could look at

for days and days. Mr Maihack's work is as stunning as ever.

My ten year old said this book was "Amazing! But sad too."She tore through it at lightning speed

and is looking forward to Book 4.

My daughter is a huge fan of this action series starring a time travelling Cleopatra who is more Lara

Croft than your typical princess.

The 9 year old loves this series.

Another great installment in the Cleo series. The characters are imaginative and the worlds have

depth and whimsy. My son loves these books and adults can appreciate them as well.

My daughter love the Cleopatra book 1 & 2, when she knew the 3rd book was out, she had to get it

and finished the book in one day.

Fun series. Looking forward to the next one.
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